PRESS RELEASE

For immediate release

WareLite Ltd publish new performance and scalability benchmarks for
their grid-based Event Driven Application Server, WL BOSS

WARELITE BOSS SUPPORTS EXTREME, EVENT-DRIVEN OLTP ON
COMMODITY HARDWARE, WITH LINEAR HORIZONTAL
SCALABILITY
Andover, UK, 22 May 2006 - WareLite Ltd, an innovative software
research, development and marketing company, today announced the
publication of a new set of performance and scalability benchmarks for its
grid-based Event Driven Application Server, WL BOSS (Business Operating
Support System) .
Obtained hosting WL BOSS on entry-level Intel Pentium™ computers, the
benchmark figures show performance in excess of 3,000 TPS (Transactions Per
Second) and linear scalability both at the execution level and at the
persistence (database) level.
The benchmarks were executed in WareLite new lab in Milan, with the
sponsorship of partners Medan and Esiet.
“At WareLite we are strong advocates of transparency” said Daniel Grazioli,
WareLite CTO. “Technology hype has created a marketplace that is weary of
grand promises. We therefore support all our claims with scientific,
reproducible tests, and we are ready to collaborate with our partners and
clients in testing and benchmarking new WL BOSS powered business solutions,
either in our lab or on site”
The full benchmarks document is available from WareLite website
http://www.wlboss.com/benchmarks/ROADMAP_A_19APR2006.pdf
More information about WareLite BOSS scalability can be found in the white
paper ‘Scaling IT for event intensive business processes’, available from
WareLite website
http://www.wlboss.com/articles/WLBOSS_Scalability.pdf

About WareLite
WareLite Limited is a UK based software development and marketing
company. WareLite first product is WL BOSS (Business Operating Support
System). WL BOSS is an Event Driven Application Server - a grid based, unified
software platform for the execution of automated, event driven business
processes requiring extreme OLTP. WL BOSS allows the introduction of
innovative Event Driven Business Solutions within existing systems landscapes with a zero-impact, evolutionary approach.
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WL BOSS finds its ideal application in the execution of sensor driven, high
performance processes. Sensor technologies used in conjunction with WL
BOSS include RFID, Barcode, Indoor Location Tracking, Internet Embedded
Devices, GPS, POS etc.
For further information please contact:
Elena Pasquali, CEO
Daniel Grazioli, CTO
Mark Mills, Alliances Director
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www.wlboss.com
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